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Magnetic anisotropy and domain duplication in transport properties of tunnel junctions

M. Hehn, O. Lenoble, D. Lacour, and A. Schuhl
Laboratoire de Physique des Mate´riaux, UMR CNRS 7556, Universite´ H. Poincaré- Nancy 1,

Boîte Postale 239, 54506 Vandoeuvre Le`s Nancy Cedex, France
~Received 27 April 2000!

A tunnel magnetoresistance signal is used for probing the relative orientations of the local magnetization in
the two magnetic electrodes of a tunnel junction. Minor magnetoresistance loops are studied as a function of
the return field in order to change the domain configuration of the hard layer. Domain structure duplication of
the hard layer template into the soft layer is observed. This effect is shown to be driven by the magnetic
anisotropy of the hard layer. Reducing this anisotropy leads to domain duplication but with effects nondis-
cernible in the tunnel magnetoresistance~TMR! signal. However, a signature of the 360° domain walls is then
observed on the TMR signal.
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Typical magnetic tunnel junctions make use of two ma
netic layers with different coercivities, respectively call
hard and soft, separated by a 1- to 2-nm-thick insulat
layer. With such thin spacer, magnetic coupling between
two electrodes usually takes place. This coupling can af
dramatically the behavior of the tunnel junction based
vices. So rapidly after the emergence of magnetic tun
junctions,1 indirect coupling has been intensively studied. I
deed, magnetostatic interactions induced by domain w
are known to play an important role in the reversal proper
of the ferromagnetic electrodes2,3 and, consequently, in th
tunnel magnetoresistance~TMR! signal.4 Recently, it has
been shown that domain walls sweeping through the
magnetic layer during its reversal generates an impor
stray field which leads to a progressive demagnetization
the hard magnetic layer.5 In the same way, the TMR signa
has been used to study the magnetism of the electrodes
their mutual influence during magnetization reversal.6,7

We have recently reported on the induced domain str
ture in the soft layer duplicated from the hard magnetic te
plate by a ferromagnetic-type coupling.6 For the TMR point
of view, the junction appears then in a fully parallel sta
while domains with opposed magnetization are still pres
in both layers. Uniaxial anisotropy in the hard magnetic la
induces a domain structure with magnetization orien
along the easy axis. The stray field of each domain can ei
increase or decrease the effective field seen by the soft la
depending on its orientation with respect to the applied fie
So this nonhomogeneous field can induce a domain struc
in the soft layer if the energy needed to create domain w
is lower than the coupling energy. While magnetic coupli
has been shown to be one key parameter, here we shed
on the role of anisotropy in the occurrence of the dom
duplication phenomena.

For this purpose, we have prepared two different sets
samples differing only through the properties of the ha
magnetic electrode. In the first setS1, the hard electrode is
magnetically anisotropic, whereas in the setS2, the hard
layer is magnetically isotropic. Both soft magnetic electrod
@Co~10 nm!, denoted by Cose# and tunnel barriers@Al ~1.2
nm! oxidized 30 s# are identical for all the samples. Detai
of the junction fabrication~oxidation process to make th
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~17!/11344~3!/$15.00
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AlOx tunnel barrier, geometry for CCP measuremen
etc.! can be found elsewhere.6 We take advantage of previ
ous studies to tailor the magnetic properties of the h
layers.8,9 When Co is deposited at low Ar pressure (
31023 mbar), the magnetization reversal is sharp w
nucleation and propagation of domain walls.6 In addition,
this low-pressure process leads to the appearance of an
isotropy axis due to the geometry of the deposition. Wh
the Ar pressure increases up to an optimum, equal to
31022 mbar, the grain size and the coercive field increa
up to a maximum. In this case, the magnetization behavio
consistent with a reversal occurring through the appeara
of ripple domain structures.10 More important, the magnetic
anisotropy stabilized at low pressure completely disappe
Then, the hard layer of samplesS2 is a single Co* (20 nm)
layer where Co* is relative to high Ar pressure. Magnetiza
tion reversal occurs then only by rotation and the magn
zation cycle is fully isotropic in the plane of the sample.
contrast, for the sampleS1, we grew an anisotropic
Co(5 nm)/Co* (20 nm) hard layer, denoted by Co/Co* ,
where Co is relative to low Ar pressure. Its magnetic beh
ior is similar to the hard magnetic layer used in our previo
study6 made with a Co~10 nm! layer oxidized 1 mn we de-
note by Co/CoOx. These two last hard layers (Co/Co* and
Co/CoOx!, have the same magnetic structure: the soft an
tropic Co layer is exchange biased by a layer composed
low interacting grains for which reversal occurs with the a
pearance of ripple-type domain structure. As a result,
domain propagation is hindered in the case of Co/Co* or
nearly suppressed in the case of Co/CoOx. An import
point concerns the anisotropy of the initial soft Co lay
which remains in both cases.

Complete~solid line! and minor (2s2,2d2) TMR
loops are shown in Fig. 1~respectively, Fig. 2! for typical
sample of the setS1 ~respectively,S2). After saturation at
850 Oe, the applied field along the easy axis of the soft Cse

layer is decreased down toHrev and reversed in the positiv
field direction. For the setS1, the sample shows a simila
behavior as observed previously with a Co/CoOx hard la
~Fig. 1! i.e., the duplication of the domain configuration
the hard magnetic layer in the soft layer for applied fie
betweenH1 andH2. In this case, sharp magnetization reve
11 344 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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sal of the hard layer by nucleation and propagation of w
generates regions with the main magnetization oriented
the negative direction which coexist with regions with t
main magnetization oriented in the positive field directio
Indeed both directions are parallel~almost! to the easy axis.
As H is reversed fromHrev towards the positive fields, re
gions of the Cose ~soft layer! which are located over domain
in the Co/Co* layer with the main magnetization oriented
the positive field direction experience a local field equal
H1H f , where H f represents the ferromagnetic field co
pling between the two electrodes. Therefore, these reg
will rotate first and, after the reversal atH1, the two mag-

FIG. 1. Complete (2) and three minor tunnel magnetoresi
tance loops measured on a Cose/Al(1.2 nm, ox 30 s!/Co/Co* tun-
nel junction with 200mm lateral size. The three different mino
cycles have been obtained with differentHrev values at which the
applied field is reversed. By reversing the negative applied fiel
some Hrev on the minor loop, three jumps with different sign
appear at some fieldsH1 , H2, andH3. The minor loop measured
when the applied field is reversed in the positive field direction j
after the Cose switching ~dotted line! is shifted by a bias field of
217 Oe corresponding to a ferromagnetic coupling with the h
layer.

FIG. 2. Complete (2) and three minor tunnel magnetoresi
tance loops measured on a Cose/Al(1.2 nm, ox 30 s)/Co* tunnel
junction with 200 mm lateral size. The three different minor cycle
have been obtained with differentHrev values at which the applied
field is reversed. By reversing the negative applied field at so
Hrev on the minor loop, the conventional two jumps attributed
the reversal of the soft and the hard layer appear at some fieldH1

andH2. The amplitude and the sign of the soft layer reversal ju
depend on the percentage of interface reversed magnetization i
hard magnetic layer.
s
in

.

ns

netic electrodes hold the same domain structure. Apart fr
the magnetization inside the walls, locally in both laye
magnetizations are parallel. Then, the junction resistance
creases and is nearly minimal~Fig. 1!. A further increase of
H leads to the reversal of regions of the Cose which are
located over domains in the hard layer with the main m
netization oriented in the negative field direction and expe
ence a local field equal toH2H f . After this reversal atH2,
the Cose is in a single-domain state while the domain stru
ture remains in the hard layer. Locally in both layers, ma
netizations are either parallel or antiparallel and this l
magnetic configuration contributes to the increase of
junction resistance. A further increase ofH leads finally to
the saturation of the hard layer magnetization atH3. Here,
magnetizations are saturated and parallel. Therefore, re
tance decreases and reaches its value at saturation.

With an isotropic hard electrode as for theS2 samples,
this signature of the duplication does not appear in the TM
loops ~Fig. 2!. Indeed, the isotropy of the hard electrode
set S2 leads to a different domain structure. Magnetizati
reversal of the Co* layer occurs only by rotation and th
magnetization cycle is fully isotropic in plane. When th
value of the field applied along the easy axis of the soft Cse

electrode is reduced from positive saturation to zero, mag
tization rotates continuously in the hard Co* single layer in a
reversible process. On a microscopic scale, the sense o
tation is defined by the angle between the local effect
magnetocrystalline anisotropy and the external applied fi
The magnetic moments are then aligned within an angle
sected by the direction of the applied field. These small
gular rotations give rise to an increase of the TMR sig
before the Cose switching. Here the loop corresponding
the reversal of the Cose ~dotted line! is shifted by a bias field
of 219 Oe corresponding to a ferromagnetic coupling w
the hard layer very close to the value observed in setS1 ~see
caption of Fig. 1! . Then, differences observed in the TM
curves do not originate from a variation of the couplin
strength.

When the absolute amplitude of the negative applied fi
is increased, after the switching of Cose, rotation of the mag-
netic grains of the hard layer proceeds continuously an
smooth decrease of the TMR signal is observed before n
tive saturation. In this hard layer, no growth-induced mac
scopic anisotropy can be observed. Therefore, rotation
curs without an irreversible magnetization switch along
easy magnetization axis. Then, regions with the main m
netization oriented in the negative direction do not coex
with regions with the main magnetization oriented in t
positive field direction. Instead, clockwise and counterclo
wise rotations of neighboring magnetic grains lead to
appearance of 360° domain walls parallel to the exter
field axis. The magnetization of each grain or of each reg
with an extension less than the exchange correlation len
points in the direction of the negative applied field. In fa
for a given value ofHrev , the cosine of the angle betwee
the local magnetization and the applied field, and theref
the stray field parallel to the applied field, has the same s
all over the hard electrode volume. Then, all the regions
Cose are submitted, along the external field axis, to the sa
effective field equal toH1H f8 since the component of th
stray field perpendicular to the applied field does not cont
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ute for the reversal (H f8 is the ferromagnetic field coupling
between the two electrodes!. The value ofH f8 increases from
a negative value to a positive value whenHrev decreases a
can be seen in Fig. 2. Indeed,H f8 follows a law similar to the
cosine of the angle between the magnetization and the
plied field atHrev . This cosine law is also reflected in th
shape of the TMR curve after reversal of Cose. So, since the
stray field of the hard layer domain structure along the
plied field direction has the same sign all over the hard la
volume, no duplication could be observed.

In this discussion, the effect of the 360° domain walls h
been neglected. Indeed, even if no anisotropy exists in
Co* hard single layer, the magnetic moment at the cente
the nucleated 360° domain walls remains aligned along
positive saturating field direction.10,4 Therefore, on the TMR
cycle, as soon as the magnetic moments of clockwise
counterclockwise rotating regions point in the negative fi
direction, large regions with a small magnetization comp
nent oriented along the negative field direction coexist w

FIG. 3. Four zooms on minor tunnel magnetoresistance lo
measured on a Cose/Al(1.2 nm, ox 30 s!/Co* tunnel junction with
200 mm lateral size. The four different minor cycles have be
obtained with decreasing value of2Hrev for cycle (d), (s), (j),
and (h). For minor cycle (s) and (j), three jumps of resistanc
can be observed. The inset shows a typical complete minor loo
which the zooms have been done.
ys

y,

.
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small regions~domain walls! with a large magnetization
component oriented along the positive field direction. T
situation, which runs when the resistance jump attributed
the reversal of the soft layer magnetization is low or ze
should lead to effects similar to those presented when
main structure duplication occurs. Minor TMR loops ha
been measured withHrev in a field window such that the
absolute value of the resistance jump atH1 is less than 10%
of the total resistance variation on the complete TMR cyc
In Fig. 3 are reported zooms of the minor cycles in the fie
window of interest. BetweenHrev and Ha , the slight in-
crease of the TMR signal is due to a small relaxation of
grain magnetization towards the positive saturating field. D
pending on the value ofHrev , a decrease of resistance up
Hb , an increase of resistance up toHc , and a decrease o
resistance up to positive saturation can be observed@Fig. 3
~—s—,—j—!#. These three states of resistance are ch
acteristic of domain duplication. Nevertheless, in this ca
the effect is less pronounced because quite all the mag
zation of the hard layer is perpendicular to the one of the s
layer due to the lack of anisotropy. So the domain dupli
tion at localized places over the 360° domain walls, the
isotropy of which is given by the initial saturating field, doe
not hinder the use of magnetic tunnel junctions in magne
electronic devices.

In summary, by using TMR measurements on a magn
tunnel junction as a probe, we have shown the importanc
the magnetic anisotropy of the hard magnetic electrode
both soft and hard layer domain structures. It induces dra
changes in each step of the reversal process which have
confirmed through a detailed analysis of the minor hystere
loops. Moreover, through a domain structure duplicat
phenomena, this anisotropy is at the origin of the decreas
the TMR signal occurring in an important magnetic fie
range during the reversal process. Reducing this anisotr
and the magnetic interlayer coupling is a key issue to mak
reliable sensors. However, by looking carefully at the hyst
esis loop of the samples with an isotropic hard layer,
have observed a signature of the 360° domain walls.

The authors thank M. Alnot, D. Mulot, F. Mouginet, D
Pierre, E. Rafidison, and S. Robert for their technical s
port, and K. Ounadjela and C. Tiusan for many fruitf
discussions.
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